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VITRIFRIGO DW90 OCX2
DRINKS stainless steel
drawer fridge-freezer 

        

   

Product price:  

1.276,00 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

VITRIFRIGO DW90 OCX2 DRINKS drawer Refrigerator 

VITRIFRIGO DW90 OCX2 DRINKS stainless steel drawer fridge-freezer Your onboard bar
always stocked and chilled

Imagine having a bar at your complete disposal, always ready to refresh you with your favourite
drinks. The VITRIFRIGO DW90 OCX2 is a 90-litre drawer fridge designed to turn your boat into a
true oasis of coolness.

A concentrate of style and functionality: The sleek and modern design of the VITRIFRIGO DW90
OCX2 integrates perfectly with any nautical environment, giving it a touch of class and
sophistication. The sliding basket with divider for 2-litre bottles makes organising and accessing
your drinks a breeze.

Always at the right temperature: The new digital thermostat with 5 preset settings ensures precise
temperature control, allowing you to keep your drinks at perfection even in outside temperatures
of up to 43°C!

Flexibility without limits: The VITRIFRIGO DW90 OCX2 is perfect for adapting to your needs. The
modular interior, with a pull-out drawer and fully removable top basket, allows you to manage
space differently, giving you maximum flexibility for storing bottles, cans and any other beverage.

Uniform and constant freshness: The ventilated evaporator ensures continuous air circulation
inside the fridge, guaranteeing an even temperature and better preservation of your drinks.

technical specifications VITRIFRIGO DW90 OCX2 DRINKS drawer refrigerator

Total capacity litres:90
Net weight Kg: 30
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Power supply: 12/24Vdc
Nominal consumption: 50W
Total width: 533 mm
Total height: 665 mm
Total depth: 575 mm

VITRIFRIGO DW90 OCX2 DRINKS is not just a simple refrigerator, but a real furnishing
accessory that will enhance your boat and make it even more comfortable and cosy.

Are you looking for a sump refrigerator like Vitrifrigo or with different technical
characteristics? HERE you can find the full range VITRIFRIGO or other specialized brands.

The images and technical data are not binding and may be subject to revisions by the
manufacturer. 

  

Product features:  

Length (mm): 575
Width (mm): 533
Height (mm): 665
Dry weight (Kg): 30
Feed Type: 12 / 24 VDC
Product type: Drawer refrigerator
Colour: Stainless steel
Capacity of the refrigerator (L): 90
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